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Cognitive development is shaped by interactions between cognitive architecture and environmental experiences
of the growing brain. We examined the extent to which this interaction during development could be observed in
language processing. We focused on age of acquisition (AoA) effects in reading, where early-learned words tend
to be processed more quickly and accurately relative to later-learned words. We implemented a computational
model including representations of print, sound and meaning of words, with training based on children’s gradual
exposure to language. The model produced AoA effects in reading and lexical decision, replicating the larger
effects of AoA when semantic representations are involved. Further, the model predicted that AoA would relate
to differing use of the reading system, with words acquired before versus after literacy onset with distinctive
accessing of meaning and sound representations. An analysis of behaviour from the English Lexicon project was
consistent with the predictions: Words acquired before literacy are more likely to access meaning via sound,
showing a suppressed AoA effect, whereas words acquired after literacy rely more on direct print to meaning
mappings, showing an exaggerated AoA effect. The reading system reveals vestigial traces of acquisition reflected in differing use of word representations during reading.

Effects of learning on cognitive processing
Models of cognitive processing tend to assume that behaviour is
based on responding to the current environment of the participant. For
instance, behavioural analyses of processes involved in reading have
focused on predicting responses based on properties of word stimuli
that are observable in the current environment of the reader (Adelman
& Brown, 2008; Adelman, Sabatos-DeVito, Marquis, & Estes, 2014;
Balota et al., 2004, 2007; Brysbaert, Lange, & van Wijnendaele, 2000;
Cortese & Khanna, 2007; Cortese & Schock, 2013; Yap, Balota, Sibley, &
Ratcliff, 2012). Computational models of reading have thus focused on,
and effectively addressed, these effects of the current language environment on reading (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler,
2001; Harm & Seidenberg, 1999, 2004; Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi, 2007,
2010; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996; Seidenberg &
McClelland, 1989; Spieler & Balota, 1997).
However, the assumption that processing is based on the configuration of stimuli in the immediate environment omits the potential
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effects that the personal history of the reader may have on their processing of current stimuli. Whereas this may be a useful simplifying
assumption, making assessment of the reader’s exposure tractable as a
predictor of their reading performance, this simplification may also
mask important effects of the learner’s cognitive development that can
help to explain current behaviour.
We know that early experience exerts a profound effect on the individual in terms of social, economic, and cognitive development
(Belsky, Barnes, & Melhuish, 2007), and this impact of early experience
has led to large-scale social programmes for early intervention to mitigate against negative effects on long-term life outcomes (e.g., USA:
The White House, 2013; UK: Harold, Acquah, Sellers, & Chowdry,
2016). Such social programmes are based on evidence that social,
economic, and academic performance measures in early childhood have
substantial effects on quantifiable life outcome measures in later life
(Bates et al., 1988; Hart & Risley, 1995; Rowe & Goldin-Meadow,
2009). Yet, the precise effects on representations and processing within
the individual are not discernible from these studies: it is known that
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early experience affects later performance, but less is known of how the
cognitive system is shaped as a consequence of this early experience.
Nevertheless, these effects of early experience provide substantial evidence that an adequate model of processing must take into account the
life experience of the learner in explaining behaviour.
Cognitive processing is affected not only by the chronological
properties of a potentially changing environment that the learner has
experienced, but also by the changing architecture of the cognitive
system that is required to respond to these environmental changes
(Elman, 1990, 1993; Mareschal et al., 2007). In the cognitive sciences,
two mechanisms have been proposed to account for the processes underlying the impact of early experience. First, it is proposed that later
experiences are constructed on the back of early representations, such
that later representations are influenced by earlier stored information
(Anderson & Cottrell, 2001; McCloskey & Cohen, 1989; Smith, Cottrell,
& Anderson, 2001). Second, it is proposed that in early development
there is greater plasticity of the neural substrate that stores and processes information, meaning that early exposure results in greater
dedication of resources to encode the experience (Ellis & Lambon
Ralph, 2000; Westermann et al., 2007). Multidisciplinary methods have
converged to provide a rich view of early experience affecting processing (Thomas & Knowland, 2009), but these studies have principally
focused on very early development (Richardson & Thomas, 2008;
Thomas & Johnson, 2008). A full understanding of the effect of early
experience on life outcomes requires a perspective over the lifespan,
revealing how early experience can continue to influence later processing.
Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005) model of semantic associates elegantly demonstrated how early experience can have a profound effect
on representation in the language domain. They observed that the age
at which a word is acquired – its “Age of Acquisition” (AoA) – related to
the number of semantic associates that participants produced in a free
association task. In this task, participants are required to produce all
words that are associated with a given target word. Words with earlier
AoA tended to have more semantic associates than words with later
AoA. Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005) interpreted this in a small-scale
model where semantic associative memory was gradually constructed,
such that associations between concepts were built upon the network of
concepts that were already in place. Resulting from this, those words
that were first acquired tended to have more words associated with
them than words that entered into the network at a later point. AoA
effects in semantic associative memory were thus characterised as architectural – as a consequence of the chronological construction of the
model.

progress in determining the impact of early experience on the domain
of language processing, making this topic particularly suitable for investigation because of the abundance of observational data available
(Alario et al., 2004; Barry, Johnston, & Wood, 2006; Barry, Morrison, &
Ellis, 1997; Bates, Burani, D’Amico, & Barca, 2001; Bonin, Barry, Méot,
& Chalard, 2004; Bonin, Chalard, Méot, & Fayol, 2002; Bradley, Davies,
Parris, Su, & Weekes, 2006; Brown & Watson, 1987; Brysbaert, van
Wijnendaele, & Deyne, 2000; Butler & Hains, 1979; Carroll & White,
1973; Chalard, Bonin, Méot, Boyer, & Fayol, 2003; Coltheart, Laxon, &
Keating, 1988; Cortese & Khanna, 2007; Cuetos, Ellis, & Alvarez, 1999;
Davies, Wilson, Cuetos, & Burani, 2014; Ellis & Morrison, 1998;
Gerhand & Barry, 1999; Ghyselinck, Custers, & Brysbaert, 2004;
Ghyselinck, Lewis, & Brysbaert, 2004; Gilhooly & Logie, 1980;
Hernandez & Li, 2007; Hodgson & Ellis, 1998; Izura & Ellis, 2002, 2004;
Johnston & Barry, 2006; Juhasz & Rayner, 2003; Lake & Cottrell, 2005;
Lewis, Gerhand, & Ellis, 2001; Meschyan & Hernandez, 2002; Morrison
& Ellis, 1995, 1999; Morrison, Hirsh, Chappell, & Ellis, 2002;
Stadthagen-Gonzalez & Davis, 2006; van Loon-Vervoorn, van Ham, &
van der Koppen, 1988; Wilson, Ellis, & Burani, 2012). In language
processing, the effect of acquisition of a word provides a key empirical
demonstration of the lifespan effects of the cognitive system’s personal
history of learning over the lifespan. The AoA of a word affects the
individual’s speed and accuracy at accessing, reading, and remembering
words (Juhasz, 2005), such that early-acquired words are accessed
more quickly and represented with greater fidelity than later-acquired
words. The AoA effect therefore provides a unique window into the
effect of a life history of vocabulary acquisition. It is not only a predictor of the accessibility of words in everyday language use, but also
predicts their endurance when a speaker’s language is depleted, as a
consequence of ageing (Hodgson & Ellis, 1998) or in acquired dysfunctions such as aphasia (Bradley et al., 2006) or Alzheimer’s disease
(Holmes, Jane Fitch, & Ellis, 2006).
Explanations for AoA effects in lexical processing
There are two theoretical explanations for the AoA effect in lexical
processing, aligning with the two broad theories for how early experience impacts cognitive development. First, AoA effects have been
claimed to be a consequence of the incremental construction of semantic representations, whereby later acquired words are incorporated
into a representation already containing early acquired words
(Brysbaert & Ghyselinck, 2006; Li, Farkas, & MacWhinney, 2004;
Steyvers, Shiffrin, & Nelson, 2004). From this perspective, early AoA
words have a processing priority because they have richer, more embedded semantic representations than later AoA words (Steyvers &
Tenenbaum, 2005). The alternative theoretical explanation for the AoA
effect is that it is due to early plasticity on the learning of mappings
between written, spoken, and semantic forms of the vocabulary (Ellis &
Lambon Ralph, 2000; Lambon Ralph & Ehsan, 2006; Marchman, 1993).
Under this explanation, an AoA effect is expected particularly when the
mappings between inputs and outputs are arbitrary, because they require greater computational resources to resolve the mapping (Zevin &
Seidenberg, 2002).
To learn to recognise spoken words, one must acquire mappings
between phonology and semantics of words, and to learn to read, a
mapping between orthography and phonology and semantics must be
constructed. For learning early acquired words, there is plasticity in the
system, because the mappings are unconstrained by previous learning.
However, for learning words later, the mappings must be accommodated around pre-existing mappings that have already been acquired. Computational models based on associative learning mechanisms have been successful in demonstrating that AoA effects can be
observed as a consequence of changing plasticity in the learning system,
which in turn relates to the fidelity of the mapping between representations for words (Ellis & Lambon Ralph, 2000; Monaghan &
Ellis, 2010; Zevin & Seidenberg, 2002, 2004). Furthermore,

Age of acquisition effects
Developmental models have provided valuable theoretical advances
in determining how development and experience interact in forming
the cognitive system (Mareschal et al., 2007; Thomas & Johnson, 2008).
However, longer-term effects of development in affecting behavioural
performance in cognitive tasks have been less studied. What is required
to unfold the effect of early experience on later processing is a domain
where the temporal nature of input has a well-documented and precise
characterisation in terms of effects on behaviour. One such example
that has been extensively studied is observations of age of acquisition
(AoA) effects in lexical processing.
Some words are learned before others in children’s language development. Which word is acquired first is partly due to frequency –
words that tend to be acquired earlier tend to be more frequent in
children’s language experience – and though AoA is related to other
psycholinguistic variables, such as frequency, semantic or orthographic
neighbourhood size, word length, and concreteness – it cannot be reduced entirely to these other psycholinguistic variables (Brysbaert,
2017). It thus remains an important topic to determine how early experience affects language processing. There has been substantial
2
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computational models have also demonstrated the varying effects of
AoA depending on the characteristics of the mapping between orthography and phonology and orthography and semantics (Lambon Ralph
& Ehsan, 2006). However, these previous models have not simultaneously taken into account phonological, orthographic and semantic
representations engaged in reading, and the dynamics of a highly interactive system are not predictable from simulations of single mappings within models.
An emerging view seems to be that both the representation (prior
learning influences processing) and the mapping (early plasticity influences processing) theory contribute to AoA effects (Menenti &
Burani, 2007). For instance, lexical decision tasks demonstrate enhanced AoA effects compared to word naming tasks (Brysbaert &
Ghyselinck, 2006), and in their review, the AoA effects are interpreted
in terms of greater involvement of semantic representations. Yet, AoA
effects can also be observed when semantics are not directly implicated,
for tasks such as word naming (Monaghan & Ellis, 2002), consistent
with the mapping theory, but only consistent with the representation
theory if semantics is also involved indirectly in word naming. A more
recent review (Brysbaert & Ellis, 2016) confirmed the larger effect of
AoA for lexical decision than word naming, but also highlighted that a
similar larger effect of frequency is also found for lexical decision than
word naming. This suggested that AoA and frequency effects are in
tandem to a certain degree and may have a common origin either in
mappings or in representations. There are intriguing possibilities that
the involvement of semantics in reading may vary during vocabulary
development, both in terms of the relative ease of learning mappings
between orthography and phonology compared to orthography and
semantics, but also because over time the semantic representations
become enriched (Li et al., 2004).
Our aim in this paper is to show the experience of learning is a vital
part of the explanation, and not only the description, of cognitive
processing, taking reading as an illustrative example of the individual’s
life history of experience reflected in their cognitive processing.

words that are presented according to age-appropriate frequency between the ages of 5 and 18, and is required to learn to produce the
phonological and semantic representations for each written word. This
gradual, sequential training of the model implements the history of the
learner in terms of their unfolding experience of the language, and
opens up investigations of the learning of reading via direct and indirect
pathways between representations, and how these might alter over the
lifetime. We show that this interactivity of multiple routes and representations in the model has a fundamental importance in determining the locus of age of acquisition effects in reading, and further
reveals complex effects in terms of changing division of labour along
these pathways as reading develops.
There has been recent innovation in the extent to which models can
be fit to behavioural data in order to account for variance in large-scale
databases of word naming (e.g., Adelman & Brown, 2008; Adelman
et al., 2014; Perry et al., 2007). Alternatively, a parallel tradition of
modelling is to reflect the general principles, rather than to simulate
precise fit, for human performance (Coltheart et al., 2001; Harm &
Seidenberg, 2004; Monaghan & Ellis, 2010; Seidenberg & Plaut, 1998;
Sibley, Kello, & Seidenberg, 2009). Despite these differences in aims,
each approach to modelling reading must be able to reflect key behavioural phenomena in word reading. First, models must be able to learn
the set of words in their environment to a high degree of accuracy, and
also be able to generalise to accurately pronounce nonwords (Glushko,
1979; McCann & Besner, 1987; Whaley, 1978), to which the model has
not previously been exposed (Coltheart et al., 2001; Harm &
Seidenberg, 1999). Second, models should be able to reproduce key
psycholinguistic effects of words, such as frequency (Brown & Watson,
1987; Brysbaert et al., 2000; Morrison & Ellis, 1995), neighbourhood
size (Andrews, 1992), consistency of grapheme to phoneme correspondences (Hino & Lupker, 2000; Paap & Noel, 1991), and frequency
by consistency interactions (Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes, & Tanenhaus,
1984; Taraban & McClelland, 1987; Waters & Seidenberg, 1985).
These effects on word naming have previously been simulated in
computational models of reading by observing the time-course and
accuracy of representations in the region of the models corresponding
to the phonology of the word (Chang, Furber, & Welbourne, 2012;
Harm & Seidenberg, 1999; Plaut et al., 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland,
1989). Similar effects of psycholinguistic variables are also observed in
lexical decision, but there is less convergence about how to simulate
this task in models of reading, where it is sometimes taken as a discrimination task over phonological representations in a model
(Pagliuca & Monaghan, 2006), or as a (proposed) activation of orthographic representations (Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989), or alternatively as a measure of polarity across either semantic representations
(Plaut, 1997) or all the representations (Chang, Lambon Ralph, Furber,
& Welbourne, 2013) associated with the words. Behaviourally, it is
evident that a larger role of semantic representations is involved in
generating such lexical decision responses, with a greater contribution
of semantically-related measures of imageability and concreteness in
predicting response times in lexical decision than in word naming
(Cortese & Khanna, 2007; Cortese & Schock, 2013). Consequently, in
analysing the model presented in this paper, we assessed the model’s
generation of semantic representations as a proxy for lexical decision
responses. In addition to the psycholinguistic measures of frequency,
neighbourhood size, and consistency (though a smaller, but significant,
effect in lexical decision than word naming) we also determined whether the model could reflect concreteness, or imageability, effects observed in behavioural studies of lexical decision, in order to unpack the
relative contributions of semantic variables and AoA effects in the
model’s performance (Coltheart et al., 1988; Cortese & Schock, 2013;
Gilhooly & Logie, 1980; Strain, Patterson, & Seidenberg, 1995, 2002;
van Loon-Vervoorn et al., 1988).
With the effects of learning history potentially discernible in the
model’s processing, various effects of AoA can also be explored in the
model. Thus, earlier acquired words are quicker and more accurate to

Modelling reading development
There are different architectural approaches available to develop
computational models of reading. Dual-route traditions of modelling
have been effective in simulating detailed data in word and nonword
naming reaction times and accuracy of responses, such as the DRC
(Coltheart et al., 2001) and the CDP+ (Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi, 2007).
However, these models are not yet able to account for the gradual development of both lexical and sublexical processing of word naming,
and they have not yet implemented large-scale semantic representations interacting with orthographic and phonological representations
(Nation, 2009; Taylor, Duff, Woollams, Monaghan, & Ricketts, 2015).
Alternatively, computational models in the triangle modelling tradition
(Harm & Seidenberg, 2004; Plaut et al., 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland,
1989) have demonstrated that the general framework of parallel distributed processing could be used to investigate different types of
learning such as the effect of continuous (but non-incremental) experience in first and second language learning (Monaghan, Chang,
Welbourne, & Brysbaert, 2017) and learning to read (Chang &
Monaghan, 2019; Monaghan & Ellis, 2010). However, these models
have not yet been applied to investigate the effect of lifetime experience
on representation and processing in the reading system that incorporates interactivity among the three key representations involved
in reading of orthography, phonology and semantics. Similar to the
procedures used in Monaghan and Ellis (2010), the model we constructed learns gradually and incrementally from its exposure to words.
Nevertheless, with the inclusion of the semantic system in the model,
the learning involves more than effects along a single route. Specifically, the model initially learns to map between phonological and semantic representations of a subset of words in the vocabulary, to reflect
pre-literate language exposure. Then, the model is exposed to written
3
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Lambon Ralph & Ehsan, 2006). Consequently, the size of the AoA effect
can be used to indicate the extent to which the direct and indirect
pathways from orthography to semantics are involved in reading. If the
AoA effect is large, semantics is likely to be involved via the direct
pathway from orthography to semantics, as a reflection of AoA effects
emphasised in an arbitrary mapping (Lambon Ralph & Ehsan, 2006). If
the AoA effect is small, then the direct mapping to semantics is likely to
be less heavily involved, and the quasi-regular orthography to phonology mappings will be more prominent, which reduce the influence
of AoA (Ellis & Lambon Ralph, 2000; Zevin & Seidenberg, 2002).
Though there will still be an effect of AoA on the pre-literature phonology to semantics pathway, extensive training along this route is
likely to have reduced its impact on behaviour. The present model can
thus be applied to explore the effects of literacy on the architecture of
the reading system in terms of pathways employed between pre-literacy
and post-literacy acquired words.
In the next section, we present a developmental model of reading
that learns dynamically as the reading environment unfolds. In
Simulation 1, the model was trained with objective AoA measures based
on the educator’s word frequency guide (WFG) by Zeno, Ivens, Hillard,
and Duvvuri (1995) to mimic incremental learning of natural reading
development. We established whether the model was able to reproduce
AoA effects in word naming and lexical decision, in addition to other
standard effects (such as frequency and consistency), to investigate
whether the model’s processing was sensitive to its history of learning.
To demonstrate that the effect of AoA was a consequence of incremental
learning and not confounded properties of AoA, Simulation 2 trained a
model identical to that in Simulation 1 except that we randomised each
word’s AoA in such a way that AoA was completely independent of
other lexical variables. We predicted that the patterns of AoA in word
naming and lexical decision would be similar to those in Simulation 1.
We then tested how the various pathways in the model – either
direct from orthography to phonology or semantics, or mediated via
phonology-semantics processing – operated during reading development, and in particular whether there were distinct patterns of processing for words to which the model had been exposed prior to onset of
literacy and those for which phonological, semantic, and orthographic
representations were all first experienced by the model post-literacy.
Together these analyses provide insight into the generation and change
of the reading system in particular, and cognitive processing more
generally, as a consequence of experience. In the final section of the
paper, we test the model’s predictions of vestigial effects of literacy
onset on adult reading processing.

name than later acquired words (Brown & Watson, 1987; Juhasz,
2005), and there should be a larger effect of AoA in lexical decision
than in word naming (Brysbaert & Ghyselinck, 2006; Cortese & Khanna,
2007; Lambon Ralph & Ehsan, 2006). There is also an interaction between AoA and consistency observable in word naming (Monaghan &
Ellis, 2002; Wilson et al., 2012). These effects were subsequently tested
in the computational model. Simulating this range of effects in both
word naming and lexical decision tasks provides an advance on previous modelling approaches to word processing in terms of breadth of
coverage of behaviour.
AoA as a lense into the reading architecture
In the triangle model, a word is represented by an orthographic,
phonological, and semantic representation, and activation passing between these representations. Prior to learning to read, the model can be
trained on oral language skills, to simulate pre-literacy language exposure, acquiring mappings between phonological and semantic representations to simulate learning to speak and comprehend language
(Harm & Seidenberg, 2004). The model then learns to map written
forms of words onto these phonological and semantic representations.
This can be done through learning to map directly along connections
from orthography to phonology and orthography to semantics, but also
through indirect mappings from orthography to semantics via phonology, or from orthography to phonology via semantics (see Fig. 1),
reflecting theories of the reading architecture utilising dorsal (phonology-based) and ventral (semantics-based) language processing
pathways (Ueno & Lambon Ralph, 2013).
For learning to read a known word, learning orthography to phonology is a quasi-regular mapping, which can be acquired with fewer
computational resources than the arbitrary orthography to semantics
mapping. Thus, it seems likely that reading a known word for meaning
is more likely to engage the indirect orthography to semantics via
phonology mapping, due to the availability of the phonology to semantics mapping that is previously acquired during oral language development. In contrast, an unknown written word’s meaning must be
learned either by acquiring the mapping directly from orthography to
semantics, or by acquiring an orthography to phonology mapping, and
a new phonology to semantics mapping. For words acquired post-literacy, then, the model is predicted to be more likely to rely on the
direct pathway from orthography to semantics.
AoA effects have been shown to be much larger for tasks involving
semantics (e.g., lexical decision), than for tasks involving production of
phonology (Brysbaert & Ghyselinck, 2006; Cortese & Khanna, 2007;

Simulation 1: A developmental model of reading
Network architecture
The architecture of the model is shown in Fig. 1. The model was
based on the triangle model of reading by Harm and Seidenberg (2004).
The model consisted of three key processing layers including orthographic, phonological and semantic layers, and five hidden layers for
intermediation between the processing layers.
An attractor layer, which contained 50 units, was connected to and
from the phonological layers. Similarly, there was a set of 50 attractor
units for the semantic layer. The use of attractors was to help the model
to develop stable phonological and semantic representations of words.
In addition, there were four context units connecting to the semantic
layer through a set of 10 units. The context units provided additional
information when presenting the model with homophones. One context
unit was active for each homophone. But for words within the same
homophone family, different context units were randomly assigned. In
this way, each context unit was almost equally active across the training
corpus. For non homophones, none of the context units was active. Pilot
simulations demonstrated that the intermediary connections between
context units and the semantic units were required for accurate

Fig. 1. The architecture of the model.
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learning, suggesting some non-linearity in the semantic representations
for the set of homophones.
The semantic layer was connected to the phonological layer through
a set of 300 hidden units, and the phonological layer was connected
back to the semantic layer through another set of 300 hidden units. The
orthographic layer was connected to both the phonological and semantic layers through different sets of 500 hidden units.

learning mappings from semantic to phonological representations, and
a hearing task, learning mappings from phonological to semantic representations. The model also learned to develop a stable phonological
attractor, learning mappings from phonological to phonological representations, and a stable semantic attractor, learning mappings from
semantic to semantic representations. For both the speaking and
hearing tasks, the input pattern of each word was clamped and presented for eight time samples, and in the last two time samples, the
model was required to reproduce the target pattern of the word. For
both the phonological and semantic attractors, the input pattern of each
word was clamped and presented from the first time sample, and then
in the last two time steps, the model had to reproduce the target pattern
of the word. As semantic representations for each word were distinctive
from each other, the model could learn the speaking task without additional information. So the input of context units was supplied only for
the hearing task. During training, the four tasks were interleaved with
40% of trials for the speaking task, 40% of trials for the hearing task,
10% of trials for the phonological attractor and the remaining 10% for
the semantic attractor.
During oral language training, the model was exposed to 2738
monosyllabic words, which were the most common words occurring in
reading materials before age 18 based on the educator’s word frequency
guide (WFG) by Zeno et al. (1995). The WFG describes frequencies of
words from age five to adult, and so the measure of AoA in the model
begins at age five when literacy training begins for the model. In order
to isolate the effects of AoA in literacy experience, we presented the
model with a subset of this set of words, comprising approximately half
of the entire vocabulary, during the pre-literacy training. During this
oral language training, words were sampled according to their frequency (but were not staged in their presentation according to age),
and this meant that not all the words were acquired simultaneously, or
acquired accurately, prior to literacy training commencing. Note that
children vary widely in the quality and diversity of vocabulary they
hear (e.g., Rowe, 2012), and so it is not straightforward to determine a
representative pre-literacy exposure for children. This allowed the
model to be exposed to a certain range of words including some very
high and low frequency words, though only the higher frequency words
would be learned accurately, and it meant that the AoA effects in literacy could be related to the model’s experience of staged reading
materials.
In the reading development phase, the model was trained on the
reading task, which was to learn the mappings from orthography to
both semantics and phonology, along with the four tasks in the oral
language training phase. Following Monaghan and Ellis (2010), the
model was trained with a cumulative process of learning to read, to
reflect 14 reading stages, one for each year based on by Zeno et al.’s
WFG (1995). The words in WFG were graded into 13 different grade
levels by using readability measures, corresponding to the age range
from five to 18 in the American and British schooling systems, and the
words appeared in adulthood were presented at stage 14. The points for
words entered into training were dependent on their first occurrence in
the WFG with a frequency greater than a certain threshold. The
threshold scheme was adopted from Monaghan and Ellis (2010), where
the cut-off frequency reduced with each grade to ensure that the model
learned incrementally, mimicking children’s learning to read. As can be
seen in Table 1, the model started to learn a small set of the most frequent words occurring in age-appropriate texts at stage one, and gradually more and more words were learned over the time course of
learning. At stage 14, the entire vocabulary was presented to the model.
For the reading task, the orthographic representation of a word
along with the context layer representation were clamped and presented for 12 time samples, and from time samples six to 12, the model
was required to produce the phonological and semantic representations
for that word. All the five tasks were interleaved during training, but
the ratio for each task except the attractor tasks varied as the training
proceeded. The training ratios for both the hearing task and speaking

Representations
The schemes of orthographic, phonological and semantic representations were the same as those used in Harm and Seidenberg
(2004) model. The training corpus contained 6229 monosyllabic words,
which covered most monosyllabic words and their inflected forms used
in English. Frequency of each word was derived from the Wall Street
Journal corpus (Marcus, Marcinkiewicz, & Santorini, 1993), and the
score was log-transformed.
For orthography, each word was represented by 14 letter slots, and
each slot comprised 26 units, one for each of the 26 letters of the alphabet. Words were positioned with their first vowel aligned on the
fifth slot. For words having two adjacent vowels, the second vowel was
placed on the sixth slot; otherwise, all the units in that slot were not
active. Consonants preceding or following the vowel(s) were positioned
in adjacent slots to the vowel(s) (so, for example, yes was represented as
_ _ _ y e _ s _ _ _ _ _ _ _, and great as _ _ g r e a t _ _ _ _ _ _ _).
For phonology, each word was represented by eight phoneme slots,
with each slot consisting of 25 phonological features. Each word was
positioned with its vowel at the fourth phoneme slot. The first three
slots were for onset consonants, and the last four slots were for coda
consonants (so yes was _ _ y E s _ _ _ and great was _ g r eI t _ _ _).
The semantic representation for each word was derived from
Wordnet (Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross, & Miller, 1990) following
Harm and Seidenberg (2004). Each semantic representation was composed of 2446 semantic features. The presence of semantic features was
encoded as one, and the absence of semantic features was encoded as
zero. Representations derived from Wordnet have validity in reflecting
judgments about semantic similarity of concepts (e.g., Maki, McKinley,
& Thompson, 2004), but future research with semantic representations
that more closely reflect behavioural measures of semantic similarity,
such as semantic priming effects, could further improve the ability of
the model to reflect semantic relations (Mandera, Keuleers, & Brysbaert,
2017). The Wordnet representations that we used reflect a mature semantic system, and alternative approaches can add further insight into
language acquisition by implementing the development of semantic
representations (e.g., Li et al., 2004). However, note that the semantic
representations are employed as a target, and the model begins by
learning approximations to the fully-specified semantic system, acquiring more nuanced distinctions between semantic representations as
training proceeds. In this respect, the model gradually acquires a semantic system.
Training and testing
The training process had two phases. In oral language training, the
model was trained with the mappings between phonology and semantics. This phase of training was an attempt to mimic the fact that
children generally have developed some language skills (e.g., speaking
and hearing) before learning to read. In the reading development phase,
the full reading model was trained. For both training phases, the
training parameters were kept the same. The model was trained with a
learning rate of 0.05 using a back-propagation through time (BPTT)
algorithm with input integration and a time constant of 0.33 (Harm &
Seidenberg, 2004; Plaut et al., 1996). The weight connections were
updated on the basis of cross-entropy errors computed between the
target and the actual activation of the output units.
In oral language training, the model was trained on a speaking task,
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of written words, and we examined the model’s performance at this
stage to simulate young adult reading performance.
After oral language training, the model was tested on both the
speaking and hearing tasks. For the speaking task, the semantic representation of a word was presented, and the activation of units at the
phonological layer at the end of the eight time samples was recorded.
Error score was measured as the sum of the squared differences between the activation of each input unit and its target activation. The
accuracy of the model’s phonological production was determined by
whether, for each phoneme slot, the closest phoneme to the model’s
actual production was the same as its target phoneme. For the hearing
task, the phonological representation of a word was presented, and the
activation of units at the semantic layer at the end of the eight time
samples was recorded. Error score was measured as the sum of the
squared differences over the semantic layer. The semantic accuracy was
measured by computing the Euclidean distance between the model’s
actual semantic representation and the semantic representation of each
word in the training corpus. If the smallest distance was for the target
representation, then the model was judged to be correct.
After reading training, the model’s reading performance was tested.
The orthographic representation of a word was presented, and the activation of units at both the semantic layer and the phonological layer
at the end of the 12 time samples were recorded. The measurement of
error score and accuracy for both semantic and phonological outputs
were the same as in the oral language training phase.

Table 1
The training paradigm for both oral language training and reading training.
Number of
words for SP,
PS, and Atts

Number of
words for OP
and OS

Training ratio
(SP/PS/Atts/
(OP, OS))

Number of training
presentations

Oral language
2738

0

0.4/0.4/0.2/0

600 K

Reading
1
2738
2
2738

103
535

100 K
50 K

3
4

2738
2738

775
1107

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2738
2738
2738
2738
2738
2738
2738
2738
2738
6229

1675
1833
2183
2322
2492
2695
2996
3307
2738
6229

0.4/0.4/0.1/0.1
0.35/0.35/0.1/
0.2
0.3/0.3/0.1/0.3
0.25/0.25/0.1/
0.4
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5
0.2/0.2/0.1/0.5

60 K
50 K
40 K
80 K
80 K
80 K
80 K
80 K
80 K
80 K
80 K
400 K

Note. SP: semantics - > phonology; PS: phonology - > semantics; Atts: phonological and semantic attractors; OS: orthography - > semantics; OP: orthography - > phonology; K: 1000 training trials.

Results

task gradually decreased from 40% to 20% in steps of 5% during literacy training, while the training ratio for the reading task gradually
increased from 10% to 50% in steps of 10%. The details of the training
regime can be seen in Table 1. The number of presentations in each
reading training stage was adopted from those used in Monaghan and
Ellis (2010) but was adjusted to accommodate the gradually increasing
reading training ratios in the present study to ensure accurate learning.
All the other training procedures remained the same as in oral language
training. After the cumulative presentation of words according to age,
the model was trained for 400,000 presentations with the entire vocabulary to simulate adult reading. At this point, the performance was
close to converging on accurate phonological and semantic productions

We first established whether the model was able to reproduce key
behavioural phenomena associated with single word reading and AoA
effects (Monaghan & Ellis, 2010).
Word reading accuracy
Oral language training was halted after 0.6 million epochs where
the model achieved an accuracy rate of 97.85% on the speaking task
and an accuracy rate of 93.35% on the hearing task. Fig. 2 shows the
performance of the reading model over the time course of the reading
training. The accuracy rates indicate the proportions of all words

100
90

Proportion Correct

80
70
60
50
40
30
20

Phonology
Semantics

10
0

100K 210K 300K 460K 620K 780K 940K 980K 1.02M1.06M 1.1M 1.14M1.18M1.22M1.26M 1.3M 1.34M

Epoch

Fig. 2. The reading performance of the model on both phonology and semantics.
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generated correctly at each time epoch for both phonology and semantics. The resulting patterns showed learning curves for English
reading similar to previous computational studies of reading (e.g.,
Harm & Seidenberg, 2004) where phonology was learned faster than
semantics. At the end of the 14th stage of training (i.e., 1.34 million
presentations), the performance of the model on both phonology and
semantics gradually reached an asymptote, in which the model accurately produced 99.36% of phonological representations and 93.27% of
semantic representations on the reading task.

Word naming and lexical decision tasks were simulated by mappings from orthographic to phonological representations (Chang et al.,
2012; Monaghan & Ellis, 2010), and by mappings from orthographic to
semantic representations (similar to the polarity measure used in Plaut,
1997), respectively. According to the mapping theory of AoA, we would
expect to obtain a larger AoA effect in lexical decision (semantics) than
in word naming (phonology), after semantic richness variables are included in the analysis. If this is found to be the case, then both semantic
representations and mappings are driving the AoA effects in the model.
To compare the simulation results to the behavioural findings of
psycholinguistic effects reported by, for example, Cortese and Khanna
(2007), multiple regression analyses were conducted on mean phonological and semantic error scores produced by the model for each word
to examine the AoA effects in the model, using a similar set of lexical
variables to behavioural studies. Error scores for phonology and semantics were used to provide finer-grained measures than accuracy to
reflect the ease with which the model produces the representation from
the written word. Model error measures have been used to correspond
to behavioural response times for word naming and lexical decision
(e.g., Harm & Seidenberg, 1999; Monaghan et al., 2017; Monaghan &
Ellis, 2010; Plaut et al., 1996). The predictors were cumulative frequency (CF), which was the actual frequency of occurrence of words
during the model’s training; orthographic neighbourhood size (OrthN),
which was the number of words that can be made by changing one
letter of the target word (Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner,
1977); orthographic word length (Len); consistency (Cons), which was
a measure of rime consistency, computed by determining the number of
friends (sharing the same rime and pronunciation) divided by the total
number of words sharing the same rime and weighted by their frequency values from the words in the model’s training corpus; and
concreteness (Conc), taken from Brysbaert, Warriner, and Kuperman
(2014). AoA was taken as one of the 14 reading stages during the
training of the model derived from the WFG (Zeno et al., 1995). We also
included both number of features (NoF) and semantic neighbour
(SemN), to consider both representational and mapping effects of AoA
simultaneously. Note that some recent studies have shown that contextual diversity is a better predictor in accounting for lexical processing compared to frequency measures (Adelman, Brown, & Quesada,
2006; van Heuven, Mandera, Keuleers, & Brysbaert, 2014). It might be
argued that AoA effects could diminish when contextual diversity is
considered. However, Davies, Arnell, Birchenough, Grimmond, and
Houlson (2017) recently investigated variation in psycholinguistic effects across the lifespan including both AoA and contextual diversity.
Although contextual diversity in Davies et al. (2017) served as an estimate of frequency rather than as a measure of diversity in experience,
they demonstrated a reliable AoA effect when contextual diversity was
controlled for. Relatedly, Hsiao and Nation (2018) showed that a
measure of semantic diversity (Hoffman, Lambon Ralph, & Rogers,
2013) proved a complementary predictor, rather than a replacement,
for AoA in relation to children’s reading performance.
The correlations between predictors and dependent variables (mean
error scores (MES) by the model at the end of the 12 time samples for
phonology and semantics) are shown in Table 2. As expected, AoA was
negatively correlated with CF and Conc, suggesting early learned words
tend to be high in frequency and imageability. OrthN was negatively
correlated with Len, reflecting that longer words tend to have fewer
neighbours. Table 2 also demonstrates CF was negatively correlated
with both phonological MES and semantic MES produced by the model,
indicating that the key effect of frequency in word naming and lexical
decision were both realised in the model’s performance, with higher
frequency words resulting in more accurate responses in both phonology and semantics, simulating word naming and lexical decision,
respectively. Similarly, AoA was positively correlated with both phonological MES and semantic MES, demonstrating an effect of AoA in the
model: earlier experienced words resulted in more accurate responses
in the model. As for Cons, it was positively corrected with phonological

Nonword reading accuracy
To evaluate if the model could generalise to read previously unseen
words, we tested the performance of the model on nonword reading.
The nonword set included 86 pseudowords from Glushko (1979), where
half of them were derived from words that had consistent spelling-tosound mappings, and the other half were derived from words that had
inconsistent spelling-to-sound mappings. The nonword set also included
80 pseudowords taken from McCann and Besner (1987). The model
generalised well to nonwords and was able to pronounce 80.72%
(SD = 1.49) of nonwords correctly. This result is broadly comparable
with that of Harm and Seidenberg (2004), whose model correctly
pronounced 86.67% of the same set of nonwords. The resulting performance is also close to that of Monaghan and Ellis (2010) simulation
of incremental reading training in a model with only orthography and
phonology implemented, which correctly pronounced 84.6%
(SD = 2.5) of the same set of nonwords but with an additional 80
homophones from McCann and Besner (1987) also included.
The model was thus able to learn to read words accurately and
generalise to pronounce novel words effectively.
AoA and psycholinguistic variable effects
We next examined whether the model was able to produce AoA
effects in both word naming and lexical decision along with other key
psycholinguistic factors, including frequency and consistency, affecting
reading performance.
In the model, AoA effects may reside either in the semantic representations, or in the mappings between representations (Brysbaert &
Ghyselinck, 2006), or both. According to the semantic representation of
AoA, early-learned words tend to have richer semantic representations
compared to late-learned words (Brysbaert & Ghyselinck, 2006). Thus,
AoA should be related to the complexity of semantic representations. To
measure this possibility, we investigated to what degree AoA could
account for semantic richness in the representations derived from
Wordnet (Miller et al., 1990). We assumed that semantic richness was
reflected in the number of semantic features (NoF) in the representations (Plaut & Shallice, 1993). In addition, Grondin, Lupker, and McRae
(2009) demonstrated that types of semantic features mattered in addition to number of features, where shared features among words could be
the key to explain semantic richness effects, and so we derived a further
measure of semantic feature properties from the semantic representations: semantic neighbours (SemN), which measured the degree of
overlap among semantic representations. This latter variable was
computed by determining the cosine similarities between each word
and all other words, and then taking the average score of the top five
highest cosine values. Note that the decision to use the top five cosine
values is arbitrary but the key was to quantify how the semantic features for a word are shared with those of other closely-related words. A
high score for a word meant that its neighbours share a similar set of
semantic features, thus occupying a dense, overlapping region of the
semantic space.
Correlation analyses were conducted with both SemN and NoF as
well as AoA (see Table 2). The results showed that AoA was significantly correlated with SemN, r = 0.17, p < .001 while the correlation between AoA and NoF was not significant. This finding suggested
that AoA was related to the overlapping features within semantic representations in the model.
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Table 2
The correlations between predictors and the dependent variables.

IV

CF
Len
OrthN
Cons
AoA
Conc
NoF
SemN
MES (Phonology)
MES (Semantics)

DV

CF

Len

OrthN

Cons

AoA

Conc

NoF

SemN

1
−.24***
.14***
−.17***
−.84***
−.02
−.08***
−.34***
−.32***
−.45***

1
−.64***
.04***
.21***
−.01
−.06***
.06***
.17***
−.02

1
−.02
−.17***
.09***
.06***
.06***
−.26***
0

1
.13***
.04**
−.01
.07***
−.19***
.05***

1
−.05***
.02
.17***
.34***
.51***

1
.31***
.40***
−.02
−.07***

1
.39***
.04***
−.02

1
.06***
−.08***

MES: mean error score.
***
p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05.
Table 3
Results from two-step regression analyses for the exploration of AoA in predicting both word naming and lexical decision model performance.

Step 1

Step 2

***

p < .001,

2000
1000

−3.5

−3.0

−2.5

−2.0

−1.5

−1.0

−0.5

1500 3000
0

Frequency

Phonology (MES)

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

**

Word Naming

Lexical Decision

Standardised β

Standardised β

***

CF
OrthN
Cons
Len
Conc
NoF
SemN
R2 (%)

−0.354
−0.263***
−0.247***
−0.073***
−0.052***
0.042**
−0.013
22.08%

−0.582***
0.024
−0.013
−0.121***
−0.075***
0.041**
−0.259***
28.82%

AoA

0.192***
ΔR2 = 0.96%

0.365***
ΔR2 = 3.46%

p < .01, *p < .05.

naming and lexical decision even though the effect of semantic richness
was also considered in the analysis. Also the standardised beta value (β)
was larger for the lexical decision than for the word naming task, replicating behavioural studies showing a larger AoA effect in tasks involving semantics than phonology (Table 3). The results also confirm
the observations of Brysbaert and Ellis (2016) review that both frequency and AoA demonstrate larger effects in lexical decision than
word naming, suggesting that the sources of these effects are overlapping.
One point of divergence with the behavioural data, as shown in
Table 3, was that the model produced lower error scores for longer
words than shorter words in word naming when all other psycholinguistic variables had been taken into account. This was due to the
correspondence between OrthN and Len in the current word set being
highly related. Re-running the regression analyses without OrthN resulted in Len as a significant predictor in accord with behavioural data,
β = 0.095, t = 7.38, p < .001, where longer words were processed less
accurately than shorter words.
Further regression analyses were conducted to examine the interaction terms. Two interaction terms were created: CF × Cons, to determine whether the model can replicate the widely observed consistency by frequency interaction (Paap & Noel, 1991; Taraban &
McClelland, 1987); AoA × Cons, to determine whether the model could
reproduce the consistency by AoA effect (Monaghan & Ellis, 2002).
In step 1, all the variables including AoA were entered into the regression model, and in step 2, the interaction terms were entered into
the model separately. The results are summarised in Table 4. For word
naming, both CF × Cons (Fig. 4) and AoA × Cons (Fig. 5) were significant predictors, reproducing the key behavioural interaction effects
with consistency. For lexical decision, both CF × Cons and AoA × Cons
failed to reach significance. Thus, consistency effects were less

0

Frequency

MES, suggesting more consistent words resulted in quicker naming
responses in the model. Although Cons was negatively correlated with
semantics MES, the correlation was considerably smaller, and the effect
is eliminated when other variables are taken into account (see below).
Prior to regression analyses, words that the model misread, and
words without measures for all psycholinguistic variables were omitted.
In addition, outliers (> 3 standard deviations from the mean) were not
considered, leaving 5213 words for phonology analyses and 5235
words for semantics analyses. Both the phonological and semantic error
scores were log transformed to reduce the skew of performance distribution, and all the predictor variables were centred in order to explore interaction terms. The distributions after log transformation for
both phonology (M = −3.18, SD = 0.49) and semantics (M = 0.051,
SD = 0.065) are shown in Fig. 3. Hierarchical regression analyses were
then conducted on phonological MES and semantic MES separately. For
all regression models, collinearity diagnostic analyses showed all variance inflation factors (VIFs) smaller than 4, confirming no problematic
multicollinearity.
For the word naming task, in step 1 all psycholinguistic variables
were entered into the regression model except AoA (see Table 3). All of
the variables except SemN made significant contributions. When AoA
was entered into the regression model in step 2, it was a significant
predictor, but Conc became a non-significant predictor, suggesting
Conc and AoA share some common variance.
Similar analyses were conducted for the lexical decision task. In step
1, CF, Len, Conc, SemN and NoF were significant predictors (see
Table 3). Again, in step 2, AoA was a significant predictor, and Conc
became a non-significant predictor.
These results showed that the AoA effects were found in both word

0.4

Semantics (MES)

Fig. 3. The log distributions of mean error scores (MES) generated by the model
for phonology (M = −3.18, SD = 0.49) and semantics (M = 0.051,
SD = 0.065) with the normal distribution curves plotted based on their means
and standard deviations.
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the model’s word naming and lexical decision performance with a
larger effect for lexical decision.

Table 4
Results from two-step regression analyses for three interaction terms in predicting both word naming and lexical decision model performance.

Step 1: Lexical Variables, R2
Step 2: Interactions
Analysis 1:
CF × Cons, standardised β
Analysis 2:
AoA × Cons, standardised β
***

p < .001,

Word Naming

Lexical Decision

0.230

0.285

0.052***

−0.003

−0.067***

−0.010

Network architecture and representations
The architecture and the representations were the same as in
Simulation 1.
Training and testing
In this simulation, the AoA score was randomly assigned to each
word in the training corpus. Training and testing were otherwise
identical to Simulation 1.

**

p < .01, *p < .05.

pronounced for lexical decision, consistent with the behavioural data
(Andrews, 1982; Seidenberg et al., 1984; Waters & Seidenberg, 1985).
Multiple regression analyses on model performance demonstrated
that AoA accounted for unique variance in both word naming and
lexical decision, when other potentially confounding variables such as
cumulative frequency and concreteness had been considered. In addition, the AoA effect was substantially larger in accounting for lexical
decision than word naming responses. Collectively, then, the regression
results are consistent with the findings of previous regression analyses
for behavioural (Cortese & Khanna, 2007) and computational
(Monaghan & Ellis, 2010) studies, and demonstrated that key behavioural effects of psycholinguistic factors influencing reading and lexical decision revealed in mega-studies were reproduced in the current
model. These simulation results are consistent with theories of dual
sources of AoA effects in the reading system: early-acquired words are
prioritised in terms of both processing within the mappings and the
richness of representations (Brysbaert & Ghyselinck, 2006).

Results
Fig. 6 shows the accuracy of the model for mapping from orthography to phonology and orthography to semantics over the time
course of the reading training. The resulting patterns of learning were
similar to those of Simulation 1, where phonology was easier to learn
compared to semantics.
We next examined if the model trained with randomised AoA was
able to produce a unique AoA influence on word naming and lexical
decision when other psycholinguistic variables were controlled for.
Table 5 shows the correlation between randomised AoA and other
psycholinguistic variables. Randomised AoA was orthogonal to most of
the variables, in particular word frequency. Although it was significantly correlated with SemN, the correlation was very small. However, there was a significant correlation between randomised AoA and
cumulative frequency. This was because cumulative frequency measured the number of times that a word was presented to the model over
the time course of training, which was unavoidably related to the first
entry of the word into training.
As in Simulation 1, hierarchical regression analyses were conducted
with phonological MES and semantic MES produced by the model for
each word as dependent variables. In addition to the same set of predictors used in Simulation 1, we also included word frequency because

Simulation 2: A developmental model of reading trained with
randomised AoA
This simulation was similar to that of Simulation 1, except that AoA
was randomised so that AoA was uncorrelated with other lexical semantic variables. We predicted similar AoA effects to those observed in
Simulation 1, namely we would observe the influence of AoA on both

High Cumulative Frequency
Low Cumulative Frequency

Error Score (Phonology)

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01
1.00

0.75

0.50
Consistency

0.25

0.00

Fig. 4. The interaction between cumulative frequency and consistency on the model’s phonological output.
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0.08
Late AoA
Early AoA

Error Score (Phonology)

0.06

0.04

0.02

0.00
1.00

0.75

0.50
Consistency

0.25

0.00

Fig. 5. The interaction between AoA and consistency on the model’s phonological output.
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1.06M
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Fig. 6. The reading performance of the model trained with randomised AoA on both phonology and semantics.

naming analysis and 5208 words for lexical decision were analysed. For
word naming, in step 1 all predictors were entered into the regression
model except AoA (see Table 6). The results showed that WF, CF,
OrthN, Cons, Len, Conc, and SemN all made significant contributions.
Importantly, when AoA was entered into the regression model in step 2,
it was a significant predictor. But the sign of CF changed from negative
to positive, indicating its shared common variance with AoA. For lexical
decision, in step 1, all of the variables made significant contributions
except that OrthN was marginally significant, and Cons was not significant (see Table 6). Again in step 2, AoA was a significant predictor
while the sign of CF changed.
The resulting patterns of regression analyses were generally similar

Table 5
Correlations between randomised AoA and the other psycholinguistic variables.
CF
Randomised AoA
***

p < .001,

−0.54

***

WF

OrthN

Cons

Len

Conc

NoF

SemN

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.04*

**

p < .01, *p < .05.

it was designed to be uncorrelated with randomised AoA, and it would
be critical to examine its influence. After incorrect items, outliers (> 3
standard deviations from the mean), and words without measures for
all psycholinguistic variables were discarded, 5227 words for word
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and sound in English, are easier to acquire than arbitrary mappings,
such as between print and meaning. Thus, for print to sound mappings,
the direct route is more likely to be prioritised than the indirect route.
By contrast, for print to meaning mappings, the indirect route is more
likely to be prioritised than the direct route, at least for words acquired
prior to literacy, where the sound to meaning mapping is already in
place in the language processing system.
For words acquired prior to literacy, the indirect route is predicted
to be more likely to have a greater influence on processing meaning,
while for words acquired post-literacy onset, the direct route is likely to
have a greater influence. In contrast, for print to sound mappings, as in
word naming, no or only a small difference between pre- and post-literacy processing would be expected. This is because both pre- and postliteracy words will be mapped via fast-acquired direct print to sound
mappings, though it is possible that the indirect route might have some
influence on pre-literacy words.
The present model of Simulation 1, with the implementation of
incremental learning, presents an ideal context for a computational test
of the extent to which different processing routes operate for reading
words acquired orally pre- versus post-literacy onset. In particular, the
size of the AoA effect could be used to gauge the extent to which the
reading pathways involving semantic access are utilised. Consequently,
for word naming, a small difference between pre- and post-literacy
processing in the AoA effect is expected. Whereas for lexical decision, a
larger AoA effect for post-literacy words would be expected because of
greater use of direct mappings from orthography to semantics compared to pre-literacy words that are more likely to be processed through
an indirect route from orthography to semantics via phonology. It is, of
course, the case that mappings between phonology and semantics are
also arbitrary, but these mappings would exert a smaller AoA effect
than that observed for the newly acquired mappings because they are
intensively trained, and acquired earlier in acquisition, thus reducing
distinctions between words due to greater plasticity of resources for
early-learned mappings (Ellis & Lambon Ralph, 2000).
Words are acquired gradually prior to literacy onset (Brysbaert,
2017). However, in our modelling we did not introduce graded incremental learning of words prior to literacy. This was a design choice to
ensure that observable AoA effects were related to the point at which
the word was first read. Furthermore, use of the WFG measure to reflect
AoA in reading acquisition is unsuited to determining AoA prior to
literacy onset, because it reports exposure to words in written materials,
from reading age one to 14 (corresponding to age five to 18). As our
simulations were intended to isolate the role of AoA effects in orthography, we had previously exposed the model to approximately half of
the vocabulary during pre-literacy training on the oral language tasks,
so that observable effects of AoA could be related to reading exposure
(see Table 1). However, the remaining half of the words that were not
experienced prior to literacy should, if our predictions are correct, be
processed along different pathways, and show a distinct psycholinguistic signature in the model’s performance. Future simulations
could implement AoA effects prior to as well as post literacy onset to
examine more fine-grained effects of AoA before and after literacy. The
disadvantage of simulating AoA in this way is then that the contribution
of reading experience cannot be isolated from the effect of oral language experience, as is determinable in our current simulations.
For the model, words learned orally prior to literacy are those words
with reading age between one and 13. Words learned in their entirety
post literacy are those with reading age 14. Hence, if this prior learning
of words orally (i.e., prior to literacy) affects the model’s operation,
then we should see a discontinuity in the effect of AoA in the model’s
performance between reading age 13 and 14, i.e., a discontinuity in the
effect of AoA. This can be tested in two ways: either through multiple
regression of an additional factor – literacy onset – in predicting the
model’s performance for word naming and lexical decision tasks; alternatively, this can be tested in terms of detecting discontinuities in the
effect of AoA in the model using splines. Splines analysis determines

Table 6
Results from two-block regression analyses for the exploration of AoA in predicting both word naming and lexical decision model performance.
Word Naming

Lexical Decision

Standardised β

Standardised β

WF
CF
OrthN
Cons
Len
Conc
NoF
SemN
R2 (%)

−0.195***
−0.114***
−0.292***
−0.224***
−0.129***
−0.083***
0.006
0.039**
19.25%

−0.489***
−0.054***
0.030+
0.006
−0.122***
−0.139***
0.055***
−0.134***
27.95%

Randomised AoA

0.183***
ΔR2 = 1.68 %

0.213***
ΔR2 = 2.27%

Step 1

Step 2

***

p < .001,

**

p < .01, *p < .05,

+

p < .1.

to those in Simulation 1. Most importantly, when AoA in the model was
orthogonal to word frequency and concreteness, which are correlated
with AoA in natural language, there remained a reliable AoA effect on
the model’s word naming and lexical decision performance, demonstrating the importance of the sequence of word learning on the model’s
reading acquisition. The difference in the effect for word naming
compared to lexical decision was smaller than that found in Simulation
1 with AoA derived from WFG, but the effect was in the same direction
as before.
Effects of literacy onset on reading
Literacy is known to have profound effects on language processing,
resulting in changes to phonological awareness (Hulme, Bowyer-Crane,
Carroll, Duff, & Snowling, 2012; Morais, Cary, Alegria, & Bertelson,
1979), changes to phonological processing of words (Smith, Monaghan,
& Huettig, 2014), as well as semantic fluency (Kosmidis, Tsapkini,
Folia, Vlahou, & Kiosseoglou, 2004), and even visual processing
(Szwed, Ventura, Querido, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2012). However, less
studied are the potential effects of literacy on the architecture of the
reading system in terms of pathways employed for different words according to how they are learned – whether from print or from oral
language experience. Prior to literacy, the learner acquires mappings
between sound and meaning representations of words, through listening and comprehending words, and speaking words for others’
comprehension. However, once the child begins to learn to read for
these already known words, mappings will be generated from print to
the stored sound and meaning representations. But for new words, the
print form will be mapped onto newly acquired sound and meaning
representations, where the mappings between sound and meaning are
not available in advance.
In terms of the operation of the reading system, this difference between pre-literacy and post-literacy acquired words is likely to be
profound. In the triangle model of reading (Seidenberg & McClelland,
1989), there are two routes by which a printed word can be pronounced. This can occur directly, through learned mappings between
print and sound, or indirectly from print via semantics to sound. Similarly, for word comprehension, the mapping from print can be directly to meaning, or indirectly, from print to sound to meaning. For
words acquired prior to literacy, the indirect route is more likely to be
available to support reading, because the sound to meaning routes are
already acquired, whereas for words acquired post-literacy, the indirect
route requires two mappings to be acquired.
Furthermore, the properties of the mappings from print to sound
and meaning will also contribute to the extent to which direct and indirect mappings are utilised. Regular mappings, such as between print
11
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significant. In line with the regression analyses of literacy onset, both
word naming and lexical decision demonstrated significant discontinuities in AoA between age 13 and 14, F(1, 5204) = 24.72,
p < .001, F(1, 5226) = 181.32, p < .001, respectively, with a larger
effect for lexical decision.

whether adding a discontinuity into the linear fit of a predictor variable
to the dependent variable significantly improves the fit to the data.
Baayen, Feldman, and Schreuder (2006) demonstrated this method for
a range of psycholinguistic variables. New, Ferrand, Pallier, and
Brysbaert (2006) also reported analyses of discontinuities in the length
effect for word naming. However, neither of these studies reported
analyses of age of acquisition. We report both methods of analysis
below.
If the employment of different pathways in the model’s performance
is borne out for words acquired pre- versus post-literacy, then testing
this behaviourally can be done with greater distinction using AoA
measures that apply to pre- and post-literacy language development,
which combine the consequences of oral and written experience of
words. Thus, in investigating behavioural studies of use of different
pathways, the signature of AoA will be slightly different but should still
highlight a qualitative difference of the influence of AoA pre- versus
post-literacy. We return to these behavioural analyses later.

Division of labour in the model for reading words acquired orally pre- and
post-literacy
Several computational studies on reading have utilised a lesioning
technique to explore the relevant contribution from different pathways
to the activation of either semantics or phonology (Chang, Welbourne,
& Lee, 2016; Harm & Seidenberg, 2004; Welbourne, Woollams, Crisp, &
Lambon Ralph, 2011). For instance, Harm and Seidenberg (2004) demonstrated that for word comprehension, the indirect pathway from
orthography to semantics via phonology was utilised more for generating semantics compared to the direct pathway from orthography to
semantics, whereas for word naming, the direct orthography to phonology pathway was dominant, with only a small contribution via semantics. We examined the use of distinctive pathways for reading of
words acquired orally pre- and post-literacy onset in the present developmental model using a similar method.
To obtain the contribution made by the orthography-to-phonology
pathway (OP), we first computed the percent-correct score at the
phonological layer after all the links from the semantics-to-phonology
(SP) pathway to phonological units were removed. Similarly, for the
contribution of the SP pathway, the percent-correct score at the phonological layer was computed after all the links from OP pathways to
phonological units were removed. The relative contributions from OP
and SP pathways to phonology were determined by calculating their
proportional correct scores, and then this was used as an index of division of labour. Similar procedures were applied to calculate the
contribution to semantics from the orthography-to-semantics (OS) and
phonology-to-semantics (PS) pathways.
We tested the processing of words acquired orally pre- and postliteracy onset in the model in terms of division of labour between different pathways to the activation of phonology and semantics. ANOVA
analyses were conducted, and the resulting patterns are shown in Fig. 7.
For phonology, both pre-literacy and post-literacy words were processed mainly via the direct OP pathway relative to the indirect SP
pathway, F(1, 9) = 92,993, p < .001. Furthermore, pre-literacy words
also utilised the SP pathway to a small extent, but post-literacy words
did not, F(1, 9) = 101.3, p < .001. For semantics, there is a clear
differential pattern for pre-literacy and post-literacy words: pre-literacy
words relied strongly on the indirect PS pathway to access semantics
while post-literacy words utilised more equally the PS and OS pathways. The difference in reliance between the PS and OS pathways for
post-literacy words was significantly smaller than pre-literacy words, F
(1, 9) = 137.4, p < .001. Note that post-literacy words also relied
more on the indirect PS pathway than the direct OS pathway.
During reading development the model’s training was interleaved
between oral language and reading trials. The division of labour results
suggest that for post-literacy words the mappings from phonology to
semantics are easier to acquire compared to the mappings from orthography to semantics, with the model able to focus learning on newly
acquired words, with previously learned words resulting in low errors
along these pathways. For mappings from orthography, both pre- and
post-literacy words utilise high-fidelity representations within phonology and semantics for known words in acquiring novel words. For
mappings from orthography, all mappings have to be acquired initially
which means that learning along the pathways is not initially prioritised
for any class of words. However, the efficiency of the mappings between phonology and semantics remains less refined than that for preliteracy words.

Multiple regression analyses of literacy onset in the model
To examine the effect of literacy onset on the model’s performance,
hierarchical regression analyses were conducted. An additional variable, literacy onset, was created in which 2738 words learned orally
pre-literacy onset were coded zero, and the remainder of words learned
only post-literacy were coded one. At regression step 1, all previously
used psycholinguistic variables were entered, then at step 2, literacy
onset was included. If processing changes for words acquired orally
prior to literacy onset compared to words acquired post-literacy onset,
then the effect of AoA at the point of literacy onset should change, as an
index of the involvement of semantics – reflected in a significant effect
of literacy onset. If AoA is a continuous variable – such that there is a
linear effect of AoA that applies for all reading ages including pre- and
post-literacy onset, then there should be no additional variance associated with the literacy onset variable. The results for word naming and
lexical decision are shown in Table 7.
The results showed the effect of literacy onset was a significant
predictor of change in the model’s performance. At the point of literacy
onset, the regression gradient for the AoA effect was not sufficient to
account for the variance associated with responses to words learned
post-literacy onset. Words acquired pre-literacy and words acquired
post-literacy were thus processed differently in the model. This effect
was substantially larger for the model’s lexical decision than word
naming responses, consistent with suggestions that processing for preliteracy acquired words used the indirect route from orthography to
semantics via phonology, whereas the post-literacy acquired words
used the direct orthography to semantics route.
We conducted an additional analysis using splines for AoA, to determine whether the discontinuity in AoA between age 13 and 14 was
Table 7
Results from two-step regression analyses for the exploration of literacy onset in
predicting both word naming and lexical decision model performance.

Step 1

CF
OrthN
Cons
Len
Conc
NoF
SemN
AoA
Literacy onset

Step 2
***

p < .001,

Word Naming

Lexical Decision

Standardised β

Standardised β

***

−0.184
−0.255**
−0.246***
−0.069***
−0.019
0.035**
0.0005
0.192***
0.228***
ΔR2 = 0.37%

−0.258***
0.041**
−0.011
−0.111***
−0.012
0.029*
−0.233***
0.365***
0.570***
ΔR2 = 2.27%

**

p < .01, *p < .05.
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Fig. 7. The division of labour between different reading pathways for processing of pre- and post-literacy words.

Behavioural observations of literacy onset on reading

Table 8
Descriptive statistics for the words included from the English Lexicon project in
the analysis.

The model results, therefore, predicted that the linear effect of AoA
would change at the point of literacy onset, that this would be most
prominent for lexical decision, and that the continuing effect of this
alternative use of pathways in the reading system ought to be observable in the behaviour of adult readers. We next tested these predictions using a dataset of behavioural responses to single words for
word naming and lexical decision tasks. As noted above, due to the
graded learning of words orally prior to literacy onset, reflected in
behavioural AoA measures, we analysed the behavioural results using
splines analysis to test whether there is a discontinuity in the regression
of AoA against adults’ word naming and lexical decision response times.

Variable

Mean

SD

Range

Age of Acquisition
Frequency (ZipfSUBTLEX)
Length
Orthographic Neighbours
Consistency
Concreteness

7.64
2.60
4.31
6.74
0.90
3.04

2.70
0.95
0.88
5.04
0.21
1.42

2.22, 17.50
0.30, 6.33
1, 8
0, 24
0.04, 1
1, 5

improved the model fit to predict the response times. We iteratively
adjusted the position of the knot with respect to age of acquisition to
find the point at which the fit improved most.

Data preparation

Results

We analysed both word naming and lexical decision data from the
English Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007), which represents a megastudy of word naming and lexical decision reaction times on 40,000
words averaged over responses from a subset of 1200 adult participants. For comparison with the computational modelling results, we
focused on monosyllabic words. Unlike the simulation environment, the
exact age of literacy onset in the behavioural data is unknown – as some
words could still be learned from oral exposure even when formal literacy training begins. Thus, we determined the point at which adding a
discontinuity into the linear fit of AoA resulted in the largest reduction
in residual variance.
We tested the same set of psycholinguistic predictors as for the
computational modelling analyses of word naming and lexical decision
responses. Frequency was taken from the SUBTLEX-US corpus
(Brysbaert & New, 2009). Orthographic neighbourhood size, length,
and consistency were computed in the same way as for the modelling
analysis. Concreteness was, as for the modelling analysis, taken from
Brysbaert et al. (2014). Age of acquisition was taken from Kuperman,
Stadthagen-Gonzalez, and Brysbaert (2012), based on subjective ratings. For both word naming and lexical decision data, there were 1338
monosyllabic words included with all psycholinguistic predictors
available. Descriptive statistics of the words are shown in Table 8.

Word naming
Fig. 8 (left panel) shows the sum of the squared residuals for the
multiple linear regression model with a knot placed at age of acquisition values from age 2.2 to 18.6 years in intervals of 0.1 years. The
minimum value was achieved at age of acquisition 15.9. Table 9 shows
the multiple linear regression analysis with the knot for age of acquisition placed at age 15.9, adjusted R2 = 0.266, F(7, 1330) = 70.27,
p < .001. From age 2.2 to 15.9 years (indicated in Table 9 as Age of
Acquisition, (1), the increase in response times per year was 3.4 ms per
year (SE = 0.6 ms). From age 15.9 to 18.6 (indicated in the Table as Age
of Acquisition, (2), the increase in response times per year was 46.5 ms
per year (SE = 16.3 ms). We further tested whether this nonlinearity in
the fit of AoA to the word naming response times accounted for significant variance in addition to a linear fit of AoA. However, model
comparisons did not show a significant improvement for including the
discontinuity, F(1, 1330) = 2.748, p = 0.0976.1 This indicated that,
1
We also tested restricted cubic splines which determine cubic nonlinearities
in data, without distorting the endpoints of the data range (Harrell, 2015), and
compared regression models with versus without the non-linearity. The results
confirmed the linear effect of AoA was significant, F(2, 1330) = 17.61,
p < .001, but the nonlinear effect was not significant, F(1, 1330) = 1.31, p =
.253. For the lexical decision data, restricted cubic splines showed that the
linear effect of AoA was significant, F(2, 1330) = 92.51, p < .001, and the
nonlinear effect of AoA improved fit further, F(1, 1330) = 11.05, p = .0009.
Note that restricted cubic splines are not appropriate for modelling the computational simulation data because the discontinuity is close to the end of the
data range (between reading age 13 and 14), and so the discontinuity was best
fitted with a single knot, as was conducted in the analysis of the computational

Analysis
We analysed whether there were discontinuities in the fit of age of
acquisition to both word naming and lexical decision response times
separately, in terms of a change in the gradient of the linear fit. To do
this, we determined whether adding a knot with degree 1 (so a change
in the gradient of the linear fit of age of acquisition) significantly
13
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Fig. 8. The sum of the squared residuals for the multiple linear regression model with knots placed at values of age of acquisition from age 2.2 to 18.6 years in
intervals of 0.1 years for word naming (left panel) and lexical decision (right panel) behavioural data.

6.8 years – when children begin to learn novel words from text rather
than from oral experience. This increasing gradient of AoA after age
6.8 years is consistent with the modelling data that show an enhanced
role of direct orthography to semantics mappings for later-acquired
than earlier-acquired words. Words learned prior to literacy onset are
able to exploit the indirect orthography to semantics via phonology
pathway for generating meanings.

Table 9
Multiple linear regression analyses of word naming response times for English
Lexicon project monosyllabic words with age of acquisition spline degree 1,
with a knot at age 15.9 years for word naming and a knot at age 6.8 years for
lexical decision. Age of Acquisition 1 indicates the beta value for the regression
from age 2.2 years to the knot, and Age of Acquisition 2 indicates the beta value
for the regression from the knot to age 18.6 years.

Intercept
Age of Acquisition 1
Age of Acquisition 2
Frequency (ZipfSUBTLEX)
Length
Orthographic Neighbours
Consistency
Concreteness
***

p < .001,

Word Naming

Lexical Decision

Standardised β

Standardised β

***

604.0
5.64***
2.85**
−5.45***
7.03***
−3.96***
−4.48***
2.08*

General discussion

***

755.1
2.31*
13.04***
−12.88***
−3.62***
−2.98**
−2.41*
2.28*

This paper aimed to explore unfolding experience in language
processing by examining the AoA effects in a large-scale computational
model of reading including orthographic, phonological and semantic
representations with the incorporation of cumulative exposure to words
whilst learning to read (Monaghan & Ellis, 2010). Despite introducing
this complexity of staggered introduction of words during training to
simulate gradual, incremental reading acquisition, the model was able
to produce correct phonological and semantic patterns for naming of
words given by their meanings, oral comprehension, word and nonword naming and lexical decision tasks. Multiple regression analyses on
the model’s performance demonstrated that the model was able to account for a range of standard reading effects including cumulative
frequency, orthographic neighbourhood size, consistency, concreteness
and the interactions between cumulative frequency and consistency,
and AoA and consistency.
The simulation of gradual experience in presenting words to the
model resulted in substantial advantages in simulating more subtle effects of psycholinguistic variables in reading. In particular, the results
showed that AoA accounted for reliable, variance in both word naming
and lexical decision, when other potentially confounding variables including cumulative frequency and concreteness had been considered.
The attribution of AoA effects to the consequences of cumulative and
incremental learning was further confirmed by additional simulations
with randomised AoA. In addition, when all other lexical semantic
variables were included into the regression analyses, there was no
longer an effect of concreteness even though AoA effects remained,
which is consistent with recent mega studies on lexical decision times in
Dutch (Brysbaert, Stevens, Mandera, & Keuleers, 2016). Collectively,
the regression results are largely consistent with the findings of previous regression analyses for both behavioural (Cortese & Khanna,
2007) and smaller-scale computational (Monaghan & Ellis, 2010) studies.
Further analysis of the model’s functioning predicted that AoA
would relate to differing use of the reading system, with words acquired

**

p < .01, *p < .05.

though there was a perceived discontinuity in naming times, this was
likely due to noise in the naming responses for later acquired words.
Lexical decision
Similar procedures were applied to the lexical decision data. The
residuals were reduced most for a knot included at age 6.8 years (see
Fig. 8, right panel). Table 9 shows the linear regression analysis for
lexical decision with this knot at year 6.8 included, adjusted
R2 = 0.467, F(7, 1330) = 166.7, p < .001. From age 2.2 to 6.8 years,
the increase in response times per year was still significant (4.4 ms per
year, SE = 1.9 ms), but from age 6.8 to 18.6 the increase in response
times per year increased more steeply (13.6 ms per year, SE = 1.0 ms).
For testing whether the nonlinearity in the fit of AoA to lexical decision
response times was significant, we compared the variance explained by
nonlinear versus linear fits of AoA, confirming a significant discontinuity for lexical decision, F(1, 1330) = 12.30, p = .0005. This
means that Age of Acquisition demonstrated an increasing effect after
the age of 6.8 years. The fits of the splines to word naming and lexical
decision data are shown in Fig. 9.
The results demonstrate the predicted discontinuity in the effect of
AoA on lexical decision responses, around a time in development – age
(footnote continued)
model of literacy onset, above.
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Fig. 9. The fits of the splines to word naming (left panel) and lexical decision (right panel) behavioural data.

before versus after literacy onset having distinctive access to meaning
and sound representations, and these predictions were confirmed by an
analysis of behaviour from the English Lexicon project.

reorganisation of mappings, which cannot be so effectively accomplished when the connections are low in plasticity. The model’s behaviour showed a similar interaction of AoA by consistency (Fig. 5) to that
found in the behavioural data.
Both the representational and the mapping theories of AoA predict a
larger effect of AoA when semantics is involved, and this effect was also
reflected in the model. As mappings between orthography and semantics are arbitrary in nature, there is substantial cost for later-learned
words to be integrated into pre-existing mappings, as learning each
pattern cannot inherit mappings that are already in place between
written and meaning forms (Lambon Ralph & Ehsan, 2006; Zevin &
Seidenberg, 2002, 2004). In the model, the effect size of AoA was larger
for lexical decision than word naming (Juhasz, 2005), see Table 3.
Taken together, these results demonstrated that AoA could not be
solely determined by semantic representations, but also was present in
mappings between representations. Consequently, the present simulation results provide evidence that a developmental model of reading
results in AoA effects arising from multiple sources. Experience, then,
affects cognitive processing in ways consistent with both representational richness and plasticity of mapping accounts of how early versus
late experience influences behaviour.

Theories of AoA and their realisation in the model
Studies with AoA have provided different accounts for the locus of
AoA (see Juhasz, 2005, for a review). The representation theory argues
that the effect of AoA is due to differences in fidelity of representations
of early versus late acquired words (e.g., Brysbaert et al., 2000), or
differences in richness of representation (e.g., Steyvers & Tenenbaum,
2005). Alternatively, the mapping theory postulates the AoA effect results from the change in neuroplasticity in the system which would,
with development, reduce the dynamic ability of the model to construct
mappings between representations (e.g., Ellis & Lambon Ralph, 2000).
An integrated view of AoA suggests that both representations and
mappings could influence processing and contribute to AoA effects
(Menenti & Burani, 2007).
In the literature, several connectionist models of word reading have
provided evidence in support for the mapping theory (Ellis & Lambon
Ralph, 2000; Lambon Ralph & Ehsan, 2006; Monaghan & Ellis, 2010;
Zevin & Seidenberg, 2002, 2004). However, none of those models have
included more than a single processing route in the reading system. This
prevented these modelling approaches from investigating the possibility of multiple potential sources of AoA and their contributions to the
operation of the reading system. In the present study, the inclusion of
the semantic system allowed the model to address such a possibility and
to simulate differential AoA effects in word naming and lexical decision
tasks, and to uncover fundamental differences in how the model reads
words that are acquired pre-literacy and post-literacy.
As shown in Table 3, there were unique AoA effects that could be
attributed to both the incremental learning of mappings between representations for word naming and lexical decision but also variance
associated with AoA that was contained in differences in the semantic
representations in terms of the density of their overlapping features. In
addition, we predicted that the AoA effect would be moderated by
consistency in word naming as an indicator of the locus of the effect of
AoA in the mappings, and this prediction is supported by behavioural
data reported by Monaghan and Ellis (2002) where the AoA effect is
stronger for low consistency words than for high consistency words in a
word naming task. As most words have typical spelling-to-sound mappings in English, later-learned regular words can be accommodated
around pre-existing mappings without requiring substantial change in
the connections. However, this would not be the case for later-learned
words with atypical spelling-to-sound mappings which require

Differential processing for words learned pre-literacy and post-literacy
The model’s performance suggested that literacy onset would have
an impact on the use of the architecture of the reading system. This was
confirmed by the analysis of division of labour along alternative routes
in the model. In particular, the model predicted differential AoA effects
for words learned prior to literacy onset and after, particularly for tasks
involving semantics, such as lexical decision or word comprehension.
This was because the model was able to exploit the pre-existing mappings between phonology and semantics for words learned prior to
literacy onset, enabling the indirect orthography to semantics route via
phonology to be used for reading pre-literacy acquired words. For
words acquired after literacy onset, the model predicted a greater effect
of AoA, as the direct arbitrary mapping between orthography and semantics would be relied on more heavily for processing.
In the model, both word naming and lexical decision were affected
by literacy onset, but the effect was substantially greater for lexical
decision. In the behavioural results, there was also discovered a discontinuity in the influence of AoA on both word naming and lexical
decision. However, the discontinuity was greater for lexical decision, as
predicted, and occurred at a point consistent with age of literacy onset
for children learning to read. Thus, the model’s predictions about vestigial traces of the history of learning are observed in the adult’s reading
15
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system. This suggests that, for different words, reading advances along
distinct pathways in the reading architecture. The model and the behavioural analysis of literacy onset suggests that words vary according
to whether they use direct or indirect pathways in mapping between
representations.
For the behavioural analysis of AoA in word naming, the discontinuity seems to occur at a relatively late point. It may be that, at a
later age, reading for meaning might become more important for children compared to reading fluency, resulting in the increasing use of an
indirect mapping from orthography to phonology via semantics which
would increase the role of AoA in word naming. However, the amount
of variability in the range of response times for word naming in this
later acquired set, as indicated by the lack of significant effect of the
discontinuity in the behavioural word naming data, may instead indicate that the word naming discontinuity is slight, or even non-existent.
However, for lexical decision, or other tasks involving activation of
semantic representations, the role of literacy onset is quite different.
When prior knowledge about phonological and semantic associations is
available, as it is for pre-literacy acquired words, then an indirect route
is likely to be involved in mapping from orthographic to semantic representations via phonology. For words learned post-literacy, this prior
knowledge is not available, and so the reading system has to proceed
via generating either a new mapping from orthography to semantics, or
a new mapping from phonology to semantics. Thus, a distinct pattern of
response is likely to be observed for lexical decision of pre- and postliteracy words at an early age.
A potential limitation of our approach is that we have focused on
the modelling of orthographic AoA effects. As the WFG (Zeno et al.,
1995) reports age-appropriate reading materials from age five upwards,
it is not possible to use this same database to differentiate children’s
acquisition of words orally prior to literacy onset. However, the model
was still able to raise predictions about different AoA effects before
versus after literacy which were also observable in mega-studies of
word naming and lexical decision responses. Isolating AoA effects to the
orthographic training in the model ensured that we could relate the
model’s experience to chronological effects in reading development, but
the general approach is consistent with introducing and investigating
AoA effects in oral language training. In this case, we predict that oral
AoA and orthographic AoA effects would both exert an influence on the
model’s performance: the oral AoA effects influencing the phonologysemantics mappings, and the orthographic AoA effects continuing to be
observed in the use of direct and indirect pathways between orthography and phonology and orthography and semantics.
Taken together, the findings from both modelling and behavioural
consistently demonstrate that even though literacy onset was several
years before the participants in the reading studies are tested, the
consequences of literacy onset are still observable in reading behaviour.
We have shown that literacy onset changes the use that the reader
makes of the language system, and this differential use of the system
survives to be observed in behavioural responses even after decades of
reading practice.

current environment and response to that environment. Rather, we
have shown it requires a consideration of how the individual’s learning
history impacts on representation and mapping between representations. Our example of developmental trajectory in a model, illuminated
through an exploration of reading development, shows how the individual’s experience of the environment can provide a fuller understanding for how the cognitive system reacts and adapts to this
chronological experience.
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